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Designed with.NET Framework, it's
the most widely used.NET JSON
serialization/deserialization library in
the whole.NET world. Fully featured
with.NET 2,.NET 3.5,.NET 4,.NET
4.5,.NET 4.5.1,.NET Portable Class
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Library (PCL), Windows Store,
Windows Phone, Mono, Xamarin,
Silverlight, Json.NET supports all of
the new features of these frameworks
Json.NET is completely Type safe. It
supports all serialization and
deserialization. Most commonly used
type are supported. Json.NET allows
you to specify what you want to
serialize or deserialize. Use
JsonReader to read the JSON from
file. Use JsonWriter to write the JSON
to file. You can also use JsonReader or
JsonWriter to add the JSON to existing
file in a safe way. The Json.NET has
now the most powerful feature in a
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JSON serialization tool. You can use
JsonReader and JsonWriter to skip the
JSON item and then parse it as you
like. You can also create a reader or
writer to jump into the JSON tree.
JsonReader and JsonWriter now
supports this powerful feature. It has a
nice feature to filter JSON data. It
supports JSON Schema. And JSON
Schema gives you flexibility to define
what to serialize and deserialize. It
supports nearly all popular formats,
such as: BSON, XML, JSON,
JavaScript, Google Protocol Buffers,
etc. Json.NET is extremely fast,
especially for large JSON data. All
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operations on JsonReader and
JsonWriter are extremely fast.
Json.NET supports client side
serialization or deserialization of
objects and is very light in size. It's
around 10MB for a well-formatted
JSON. So the good and the bad are
kind of balanced and it is what you
want. X-Ray Vision for Mobile
Devices: Seriously? - kmfrk ======
scotty79 Cell phones already have this
much better technology built in. Even
if you don't use a camera and you don't
have display you can still see the signal
strength and frequency. There is really
no need
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CARD_TYPE: “GSM” MCC: 000
MNC: 0020 CVC: 0000
BASE_PAGE: 1 MCC_VENDOR:
Nokia I'm using c#.net and using this
csv file: Using the following code, I'm
reading the values: CsvReader
csvReader = new CsvReader(@"D:\Us
ers\user_name\Desktop\Nokia_SIM_C
ard_Details.csv"); DataTable dt = new
DataTable(); dt.Load(csvReader);
DataView dataView = new
DataView(dt); foreach(DataRow row
in dataView) { string mcc =
row["MCC"].ToString(); string mnc =
row["MNC"].ToString(); string cvc =
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row["CVC"].ToString(); } If I execute
the above code, it is working fine. But
I'm not able to read the DATA:
CARD_TYPE: “GSM” MCC: 000
MNC: 0020 CVC: 0000
BASE_PAGE: 1 MCC_VENDOR:
Nokia How to solve this? Thanks A: If
you want to access the data in the csv
file, the following code should work
for you. CsvReader csvReader = new
CsvReader(@"D:\Users\user_name\De
sktop\Nokia_SIM_Card_Details.csv");
DataTable dt = new DataTable();
dt.Load(csvReader); List
columnNames =
dt.Columns.Cast().Select(x =>
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x.ColumnName).ToList();
foreach(DataRow row in
dt.AsEnumerable()) { foreach(string
columnName in columnNames) {
string value =
row[columnName].ToString(); } }
Please note that the above code doesn't
validate that the data in the csv file
1d6a3396d6
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## P/Invoke The P/Invoke sample
illustrates how to use Json.NET to
manipulate text data in C++/CLI code.
It exposes some objects from
Json.NET to C# through COM,
allowing you to use classes from
Json.NET within the Windows
environment. Using.NET Framework
COM components, you can invoke
COM objects by using the.NET
Framework. You can also use the [!IN
CLUDE[vccorlib_long](../../../includes
/vccorlib_long.md)] assemblies in your
project. In particular, C++/CLI uses a
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combination of.NET Framework
COM components and C++ COM
components. The class library that
represents JSON text is [!INCLUDE[v
ccorlib_long](../../../includes/vccorlib_
long.md)] and can be used within
the.NET Framework. ## WinJS The
WinJS sample demonstrates how to
use Json.NET to parse JSON data that
is returned by an HttpClient request.
You can use the native JavaScript
JSON parser or you can use the
integrated JSON parser from
Json.NET. The WinJS sample shows
how to use the JSON.parse method,
which is similar to the [!INCLUDE[vb
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prvb](../../../includes/vbprvb.md)] JSO
N.parse method. ## Visual Basic The
Visual Basic sample illustrates how
What's New In?

Json.NET is a powerful framework for
the.NET environment that allows
object serialization, providing fast
processing speed and XML support.
Aiming to provide versatility and
address all user requirements,
Json.NET deploys components for
various versions of the.NET
Framework, namely.NET 2,.NET
3.5,.NET 4, and.NET 4.5, as well as
support for Windows 8 Store,
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Windows Phone, Mono, Xamarin, and
Silverlight. The integrated JSON
serializer makes it possible for
developers to conveniently convert
between.NET objects and JSON,
offering higher speeds than other
similar development tools. Json.NET
also provides support for BSON,
JSON Schema, also providing
serialization of circular references and
multidimensional arrays. Additional
attributes, such as JsonIgnore and
JsonProperty, can be assigned to a
class to define serialization options.
Thanks to the integrated JObject,
JValue, and JArray components, you
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can use Json.NET to create, modify,
and parse JSON formatted data. JSON
Path enables developers to run queries
in JSON with a simple syntax.
Furthermore, the JsonReader and
JsonWriter libraries allow you to read
and write such data, so you can
generate JSON data either for display
or debugging. If required, Json.NET
can easily convert JSON data to XML
format and vice-versa. The popularity
of Json.NET has grown over time and
now it is used in various open-source
projects, such as Mono, RavenDB,
ASP.NET SignalR, or ASP.NET Web
API. Description: Json.NET is a
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powerful framework for the.NET
environment that allows object
serialization, providing fast processing
speed and XML support. Aiming to
provide versatility and address all user
requirements, Json.NET deploys
components for various versions of
the.NET Framework, namely.NET
2,.NET 3.5,.NET 4, and.NET 4.5, as
well as support for Windows 8 Store,
Windows Phone, Mono, Xamarin, and
Silverlight. The integrated JSON
serializer makes it possible for
developers to conveniently convert
between.NET objects and JSON,
offering higher speeds than other
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similar development tools. Json.NET
also provides support for BSON,
JSON Schema, also providing
serialization of circular references and
multidimensional arrays. Additional
attributes, such as JsonIgnore and
JsonProperty, can be assigned to a
class to define serialization options.
Thanks to the integrated JObject,
JValue, and JArray components, you
can use Json.NET to create, modify,
and parse JSON formatted data. JSON
Path enables developers to run queries
in JSON with a simple syntax.
Furthermore, the JsonReader and
JsonWriter libraries allow you to read
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and write such
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System Requirements For Json.NET:

Intel Mac Running OS X 10.9 or later
1GB RAM 250MB hard drive space
Mac Computer running OS X 10.5 or
later 1.5GB RAM 200MB hard drive
space PC Computer running OS X
10.4 or later iPhone/iPod/iPad running
iOS 6.1 or later iPad 2 or
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